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Documentary

Someone’s Daughter, Someone’s Son Dartmouth Films Cinema release
Feature Documentary
With unchallengeable authenticity and authority, this feature tells the stories of people who have lived on the
streets of Britain – those who have escaped, those still there and those helping others to get off the streets.
Moving, enlightening and enraging, the film challenges public perceptions of homeless people and shows
how we can stop homelessness for ever.

The Greatest Show Never Made Factual Fiction Amazon Prime
60 min Documentary
The show explores a stranger-than-fiction story taking place in the early noughties, where a self-styled
Producer hoaxed a group of keen young people into participating in a fake reality TV show. After the project
fell apart, a group of these contestants, determined not to let this stop them from realising their dream of TV
stardom, found shelter in the cameraman's flat and turned it into their own Big Brother house.

The Warship: Tour of Duty Uppercut Films BBC2
3 x 60 min Documentary
This series follows Britain’s biggest ever warship HMS Queen Elizabeth embarking on her first operational
tour of duty. We witness young recruits pass out of training and thrown in the deep end as only a lucky few
join the Task Force and prepare for active service for the first time.

John Lennon: Murder Without a Trial 72 Films Apple TV
4 x 60 min Documentary, Additional Editor
An exciting 4 part series for Apple TV about the life and death of The Beatles legend John Lennon. It explores
the case in detail and speaks to fascinating contributors.

Everybody's Game Fifty Fifty Amazon Prime
53 min Documentary, Finishing Editor
Coming from the most unlikely of rugby playing backgrounds these athletes share their experience rising
through the ranks in rugby and how this sport that many of their peers have never heard of, has now become
their livelihood.

The Atom: A Love Affair Tenner Films Netflix
90 min Feature Documentary, Second Editor
Passion. Belief. Betrayal. Hope. The turbulent story of the West's love-hate relationship with nuclear power
over the past 70 years - by those who experienced it first hand.
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Doppelgangers3 Nelly Ben-Hayoun Studios Festival release
Feature Documentary
Three Doppelgangers meet in outer space to imagine diasporic and queer eco-feminist futures.
Doppelgängers3 draws on the experience of diasporas to challenge the commercialisation of the moon.

One Young World Blue Planet Films
60 min Documentary
One Young World Charity works with young leaders from every country in the world from various backgrounds,
often mentored by big names such as J K Rowling. Some of them have gone on to do big things such as one who has
been put forward for a Nobel Peace Prize. This film follows 6 people and their own stories.

HIV: The Neglected Pandemic Vice Vice
90 min Feature Documentary, Additional Editor
Narrated by Queer Eye star and New York Times-bestselling author Jonathan Van Ness, VICE takes a
comprehensive look at what it means to be HIV-positive in the U.S. in 2021 through a diverse array of
personal accounts, while exploring the truth behind the statistics.

Ali and His Miracle Sheep 7th Heaven Studios
Feature Documentary
Guided by his grandmother’s haunting ancient Sumerian lament, we follow 9-year-old mute Ali as he takes his
favourite sheep for sacrifice. Over this perilous journey they bear witness to the beauty and unravel the ills of Iraq
but can they cure them with a sacrifice? A lyrical coming-of-age story.
Director: Maythem Ridha
Best Film in UK Competition, Sheffield DocFest 2021
Winner Award of Excellence, Best Short Competition, 2021
Winner Best Documentary Short, Mammoth Lakes Film Festival, 2022

Tour De Moon Nelly Ben-Hayoun Studios Festival release
Feature Documentary
Designer Nelly Ben Hayoun-Stépanian has created a film to tell the behind-the-scenes story of the Tour de
Moon touring festival, which formed part of the UK's Unboxed festival. The film documents Tour de Moon,
which took place in 2022 and was one of 10 projects commissioned as part of the government-funded
Unboxed: Creativity in the UK. Launched as a celebration of UK creativity in the wake of Brexit, the event was
initially known as Festival UK* 2022 and was nicknamed the Festival of Brexit.

The Secret History of Writing BBC4 / PBS,
3 x 60 min Documentary ARTE
How the invention of writing gave humanity history. From hieroglyphics to emojis, an exploration of the way in
which the technology of writing has shaped the world we live in. 10 countries on 4 continents, with interviews
conducted in 8 different languages; 75 filming days and almost 75 weeks editing; 3 films delivered in 3 different
versions to 3 broadcasters in 3 languages.

I Am (Not) a Monster Nelly Ben Hayoun Studios
90 min Feature Documentary
I Am (Not) a Monster is a multi platform project which aims to unravel one of the biggest questions of our age: who
controls what we think?
BFI London Film Festival Selected, 2019
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Children of the Snow Land Mayfly Television / Picture on the Wall
90 min Feature Documentary (TV Cut)
The story of a group of children born in the High Himalayas of Nepal - a remote area of great natural
beauty but where life is extremely tough. From just four years old, some children are sent by their parents to the
capital city, Kathmandu, to a school run by a Buddhist monk in the hope that education will give them a better
chance in life.
Winner Best Documentary, Victoria Film Festival, 2019
Winner Best International Documentary, Doc LA, 2018
Winner The Discovery Award, British Independent Film Awards 2019

Magic Medicine Indie Dartmouth Films
90 min Feature Documentary (TV Cut)
Can magic mushrooms cure depression?

How To Rob A Bank Antenna Pictures Viceland
3 x 60 min Drama Documentary
The show looks at how ordinary Americans, including teachers, lawyers, college students, and soldiers, are
committing bank robberies with fourteen attacks happening each day. The series will lead with the perspective and
testimony of some of these surprising criminals. Each episode of the hour-long show tells a different story with
reconstructions and answers on how the robbers committed their crimes and why.

H is for Harry Postcode Films, Mercurial Pictures
90 min Feature Documentary (TV Cut)
What does it take to change a child’s life? H is for Harry is a coming of age story about Harry, a charismatic 11-year
old boy, who arrives at secondary school in suburban London unable to read or write. With the help of Sophie, his
extremely dedicated teacher, can he overcome the illiteracy ingrained across generations of his family?
Multiple Award Winning

The Penalty Dartmouth Films NRK2
90 min Feature Documentary (TV Cut)
Going behind the scenes of some of the biggest headlines in the history of America's death penalty, the film follows
the lethal injection protocol crisis that resulted in a botched execution; the rehabilitation of a man who spent 15
years on death row for a crime he didn't commit, and the family of a young woman - brutally murdered - split by the
state's pursuit of the ultimate punishment.
Multiple Award Winning

Brittle Bones Rapper: Real Stories Little Dot Studios Real Stories
25 min Documentary
Sparsh is 14 years old and has broken 120 bones in his body (so far). He’s also an extraordinarily talented rapper.
He has big dreams of becoming the next Eminem - that’s what inspires him to transcend his condition and inspire
the world. He’s about to give the biggest performance of his life, but first comes the biggest operation.

Motocross Girl Doc Hearts CBBC
25 min Documentary
Since the age of five, Zimbabwean teenager Tanya has been training to become the first African female to win an
international motocross race. She has just a few months to prepare for the ride of her life.
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George Michael: Freedom Sony Channel 4
95 min Feature Documentary, Additional Editor
An intimate look into the extraordinary life and career of the award-winning singer and songwriter. Narrated by the
star, it features never-seen personal footage and interviews with music legends.

Stepping into the Screen: The Boundaries of VR Frontier Vice Vice
25 min Documentary
We put aside the promises and look at the reality. We speak to developers and medical professionals about the
incredible strengths and emerging challenges of VR. We explore VR's therapeutic potential, and lay out the medical
risks that game designers must take into account when building these breathtaking virtual worlds.

Rubens: An Extra Large Story ZCZ Films BBC2
60 min Documentary
In BBC Two documentary Rubens: An Extra Large Story, Waldemar Januszczak sets out to correct the
misconceptions that have arisen about the artist, whose vast and grandiose canvases seem too much for modern
sensibilities.

Art of the Night ZCZ Films BBC 4
60 min Documentary
Art critic Waldemar Januszczak, takes us on a journey showing beautiful artwork inspired by the night.

African Masters, Series 2 The Africa Productions The Africa Channel
4 x 30 min Documentary
Second season of this landmark series brings African contemporary art to television screens in a way never seen
before. With access to some of the world’s most collectable artists, African Masters takes you on a visually stunning
journey across the globe.

African Masters The Africa Productions The Africa Channel
6 x 30 min Documentary
This six part landmark series brings African contemporary art to television screens in a way never seen before. With
access to some of the world’s most collectable artists, African Masters takes you on a visually stunning journey
across the globe. From workspaces in Senegal to galleries in New York, from artistic residencies in Nigeria to auction
houses in London, the programmes aim to challenge perceptions of African art and examine its current standing in
world culture.

The Dark Ages ZCZ Films BBC 4
4 x 60 min Documentary
A four-part documentary television series written, directed, and presented by British art critic Waldemar Januszczak
looking at the art and architecture of the Dark Ages that shows the era to be an age of enlightenment.

The World Tomorrow with Julian Assange Dartmouth Films Russia Today
12 x 30 min Documentary
A dynamic new television series featuring Julian Assange as host. It is a collection of twelve interviews featuring an
eclectic range of guests, who are stamping their mark on the future: politicians, revolutionaries, intellectuals, artists
and visionaries.

The Impressionists, Painting and Revolution ZCZ Films BBC 2
4 x 60 min Documentary
Sunday Times art critic Waldemar Januszczak explores the revolutionary achievements of the Impressionists.
Executive Producer: Peter Grimsdale
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Hidden Heart Dartmouth Films and Zygo Films
90 min Documentary
Hidden heart is the work of filmmaker Zara Afzal and producer Christopher Hird. It chronicles the lives and travails,
the joys and sorrows of Muslim women who find love outside their own culture or faith. In finding love they face
challenges to their idea of community and oftentimes ostracism from those closest to them.

Who Knows Best Love Productions Channel 4
60 min Documentary, Assistant Editor
Reality documentary. Working directly with the Editor and Director. Sync Pulling and rough sequence assembly.

The Rise of William Dobson ZCZ Films BBC 4
60 min Documentary, Assistant Editor
Program highlighting the great work of the 17th century English artist William Dobson. Logging and digitising.
Editing DVD extras. Prepping kit for shoots. Assisting on shoot days. Rough assembling of programmes.

Border Invasion USA Double Act Sky One
5 x 60 min, Documentary, Assistant Editor
Actuality lead documentary series following the current US – Mexican border crime wave. Logging and digitising
tapes. Logging and organising tape less workflow. Assembling rushes. Coordinating 2 Arizona based cameramen.
Providing office based FCP support. Preparing material for Online.

Over the Edge Double Act Channel 4
60 min, Documentary, Assistant Editor
Cutting edge documentary. Managed 70 hours of archive. Assembled sequences for offline edit. Prepared material
for online.

Factual Entertainment

Beat the Internet with John Robins Vice UKTV
5 x 32 min Entertainment
Comedian John Robins hosts the comedy quiz show where contestants try to finish sentences based on some of the
Internet's most popular search terms. Can five contestants predict some of the most common 'autocompletes' and
survive to the final round?

The World Today - With Tariq Ali, Series 1 - 3 Dartmouth Films teleSUR
156 x 60 min Factual
The World Today with Tariq Ali is a weekly interview, culture and political review show produced for the
English-language website of Venezuelan broadcaster teleSUR.

Guess with Jess 9 Story Media Group CBBC
52 x 10 min Entertainment
Guess with Jess is a preschool series that empowers children to find the answers to their questions. Follow along
with Jess, Postman Pat's curious black and white cat, and his farmyard friends, as they explore the everyday world
around them and learn that finding the answers to their questions can be fun!
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Online Videos

The Feeling TV
30 min Entertainment
Music based online chat show sponsored by Red Stripe.

Sport Relief 2014 - Comic Relief BBC BBC1
Online and Broadcast film
Sport Relief 2014 is a fundraising event organised by Sport Relief. A number of run-up events took place and the
main event consisted of a live telethon broadcast.

Red Nose Day - Comic Relief 2013 BBC BBC1
Online and Broadcast film
Red Nose Day 2013 is a fundraising event organised by Comic Relief. A number of run-up events took place and the
main event consisted of a live telethon broadcast on BBC One and BBC Two.

Random Acts ZCZ Films Channel 4
3 x 3 min Short film
Short films chosen for their bold and creative expressions of creativity.

Edvard Munch Sunday Times Sunday Times
5 min Online Video, Camera Operator
Online video of the Edvard Munch Exhibition at TATE modern. Exclusive access to the exhibition. Filmed and edited
in 2 days.

Yoko Ono at The Serpentine Sunday Times Sunday TImes
15 min Online Video, Camera Operator
Interview with Yoko Ono. Filmed and edited in 2 days.

Leonardo, Freud, Perry Sunday Times Sunday Times
5 x 5 min Online Video, Camera Operator
Online videos covering 5 major London Exhibitions. Leonardo, Freud, Perry etcetera with exclusive access to the
exhibitions. Filmed and edited in 2 days.

Lowry Sunday Times Sunday Times
5 min Online Video, Camera operator
Online video on the Lowry exhibition at The Lowry in Manchester. Filmed and edited in 2 days.

Gabriele Orozco Sunday Times Sunday Times
5 min Online Video, Camera operator
Online video on the Gabriele Orozco exhibition at TATE Modern with exclusive access to the exhibition. Filmed and
edited in 2 days.

Bridget Riley Sunday Times Sunday Times
5 min Online Video, Camera operator
Online video on the Bridget Riley exhibition at The National Gallery. Filmed and edited in 2 days.
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Canaletto Sunday Times Sunday Times
5 min Online Video, Camera operator
Online video on the Canaletto exhibition at The National Gallery with exclusive access to the exhibition. Filmed and
edited in 2 days.

Hussein Chalayan Online
8 min Online documentary
Online documentary on fashion designer Hussain Chalayan. Filmed in exhibition over 3 days during setup. Interview
with Curator and Hussein Chalayan.

Children in Need Love Productions BBC
Online and Broadcast film
Character screen test for BBC Children in Need. Two day Avid edit working alone with exec direction.

In These Shoes - Edinburgh Festival 2010 Online
60 min Entertainment
A successful festival sketch show running for 3 weeks. Involving a mixture of live action and video footage.

Blue Monkey Television Online
60 min Entertainment, Second Camera
Four weeks working and camping on the Isle of Mull.

Promo and Short films

Flora
Social Media Campaign - Directed and Edited
Simon Rimmer challenges 5 influencers to recreate his perfect, plant based sandwiches, teaching them the best tips
and tricks as they work through the recipe.

The Sex Slaves of Al Shabab BBC BBC Africa Eye
Online and News Packages
For six years the Kenyan army has been fighting the Somali Islamist militants Al Shabaab. As part of an
exclusive investigation, the BBC has discovered that Kenyan women are being abducted and trafficked as sex slaves
to Al Shabaab camps.

This is Spoke Fremantle/Penguin Random House
12 x 1 min Social Media Campaign
Hosted by The Slumflower and Suli Breaks, This Is Spoke is an uncensored podcast that explores today's most
important issues with some of the UK’s hottest musicians and writers.

Betraying the Game BBC BBC Africa Eye
Online and News Packages
Almost 100 football officials across West Africa and Kenya have been caught on camera accepting cash in a sting
operation. It's part of a two-year long undercover investigation by Ghanaian journalist Anas Aremeyaw Anas.
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Penguin Books
Author Vignette Promos
Short author films release to coincide with their book launch.

Mothercare
Launch Event Promo, Camera operator and Editor
Influencer led content shot in store to promote their latest offerings.

Martha Louisa
Website Promo
Store launch brand content featuring the top shoe designers in the world.

Wella – Bruce Mansfield
Promo, Camera operator and Editor
Social media content shot with highly sought after stylist Bruce Mansfield.

Penguin Books – Melissa Hemsley
Promo
Six short recipe films to accompany her book launch.

Neutrogena – Acne Light Pen
Promo, Director and Editor
A variety of social media content featuring 5 different influencers. Plus youtube pre-roll and instagram ads.
Instagram views currently stand at 1.5 million.

Wella - Nioxin
Promo, Camera operator and Editor
Product launch film shot at Wella HQ.

Clarks x Star Wars
Promo, Camera operator and Editor
Product launch film for Clarks shoe collaboration with Star Wars.

Wella – EIMI
Promo, Camera operator and Editor
Product launch film shot at Wella HQ.

Chasing the Dream
Promo
Episode promos for the Sky Sports Mix documentary series.

Made to Move: Lucozade
Promo
Documentary identifications and ads bumpers to accompany Sky Sports Mix doc series 'Chasing the Dream'.

How fresh is supermarket fish?
Promo
Iceland viral campaign promoting frozen fish.
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Wella – WellaFlex
Promo, Camera Operator and Editor
Product launch film shot at Wella HQ with models and stylists, then an evening press launch in Sushi Samba.

William T. Williams – A Diamond in a Box
Promo
Short film for Tate Modern’s Soul of a Nation Exhibition.

Mission Mudder Series
Promo
Sky Sports Mix series based around Olympians competing in Tough Mudder challenges around the world. Episode
promos for the series and vlog style videos following the athletes for social media.

HP Spring Launch Campaign
Promo
On-site (Lisbon), same day quick turnaround edit for HP’s Spring Keynote event.

Red Nose Day - Comic Relief 2015 BBC1
Multiple Online and Broadcast appeal films, featuring celebrities and charity groups.

Got 2 b - Schwarzkopf
10 x 2 min Commercial
Glossy hair and fashion online commercials promoting Schwarzkopf’s new range.

Bayliss and Harding
Commercial
Campaign for Spring/Summer season.

Come Fly with Three
Commercial
Social media campaign for Three, centred around a half hour game show hosted by Paddy McGuiness.

Fever Tree
Short Film
Film follows the CEO travelling deep into the Mexican jungle to source the best ingredients.

Global Partnership for Education Campaign Film
Short Film
Short film presented by Nobel Peace Prize winner Malala Yousafzai, shown at the Global Partnership for Education
2014 conference. $28.5 billion donated by world leaders to help educate children around the world.

Nick Hewer Supports Banana Farmers - Fairtrade
9 min Short Film
Nick Hewer from The Apprentice visits banana farmers in St Lucia, in the Windward Islands and discovers how
Fairtrade is making a difference to their lives.

Net-A-Porter
Multiple Online short film
High end luxury fashion films featuring world famous models and actresses, from Claudia Schiffer to Anna Gunn.
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George Michael: Last Christmas
Music Video
4K re-edit of the classic George Michael Last Christmas music video.
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